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Preface

Most universities possess enough myths, both in number and
variety, for the justification of almost any type of action.
The greatest myth of all is that no myths govern university
policies. A common assumption - a gnostic pretension - is
that, of all society's institutions, the university is
devoted basically and fiercely to the discovery and trans-
mission of truth. With truth as the constant goal, who could
ever doubt that university staff could be other than perfectly
reasonable and highly efficient? and who, apart from staff
and students, would dare to question the annual ceremonial
procedures for evaluating those to whom truth or knowledge is
being transmitted.

Can one question a myth without enstranging those who, as the
propagators and therefore as the victims of that myth, are
most committed to the myth? The main contention in this study
ought to offend only the most ardent advocates of traditional
university examinations - those who believe, and who will go
to their graves believing, that there is one and only one way
to assess exposure to university, education, and that way Is
through an end-of-year three-hour unseen examination. If
such attitudes are referred to as the endorsement of a myth it
ought not to be thought that I am being selectively disparaging.
All too often we forsake one myth for another. And if we were
to jettison traditional university assessment techniques
without either proving (or intending to test the hypothesis)
that the alternative is an impeovement then we are indiscern-
ible from those who refuse to eXamine the alternative.

There are, I suggested above, enough myths to justify almost any
type of action. If what follows is myth I would hope that
academics might find, interwoven in the narrative, the
occasional mundane observation that would justify the effort to
read the text. Hopefully, some might come to share my
suspicion that there are no university disciplines that could
not vary or improve their assessment techniques.

Marian Logeman
Education Vice President
N.Z.U.S.A.
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Introduction

The first paper in this series from the Research Office for the
Study of Higher Education was on The Assessment of Students by
Formal Assignments and was written by Dr Michael Bassey on the
basis of his experiences in teacher training.

For those who prefer reform to revolution this, the second paper,
looks more at a range of possible changes in examination proced-
ures and is a study of changes that could be implemented and

what their effect might be.

While the advantages and disadvantages of continuous assessment
are not, therefore, explicitly covered in this paper, it ought
to be borne in mind that continuous assessment is posed as a
serious alternative to examination reform. Dr Bassey's paper
ought therefore to be treated as complementary to this one.

Assessment by forma( examination is, in a variety of forms, an
integral part of contemporary New Zealand universities. These
examinations, whether in the guise of objective tests, essay,
practical or oral examinations, have been subjected to consider-
able scrutiny over the past few years.

This particular paper is really a summary, hopefully with a few
new angles, of thinking in New Zealand on examination reform and
brings together a number of aspects of examining that are
frequently (and perhaps misleadingly) separated in some studies.

The New Zealand University Students Association hopes that
university teachers will be able to profit from the study and
that it may provide useful material for those engaged in thinking
about (and acting on) proposals for academic reform.

At the same time it must be clearly understood that neither the
New Zealand University Students Association nor any of the
constituent students" associations are necessarily committed to
all the viewpoints expressed in this pbper.

Lindsay G. Wright,
Education Research Officer



The Need for Assessment

I. The assessment of university students is cmIrr+csrot part
of the whole process of university teaching and learning.
This proposition, while it might be at variance with the
views of some students, will be taken as self-evident In
the greater part of this peper. Some considerstion
however, might well be given to the aims and social func-
tions of assessment and to the relationships between
assessment and other aspects of the teaching process.

2. It could be argued that the assessment of students has at
least three distinct edunational aims. First, there
might be vakie in assessing progress and attainment. Per-
haps it is a human characteristic that an indivicivat needs
to be able to know from time to time both that he has
improved his standards of achievement and that there are
some "objective" criteria against which achievements can
be measured. Secondly, students might be assessed for
'diagnostic' purposes, to reveal strengths and weaknesses,
whether In particular areas or generally. It is possible
that students can gain ideas of the direction in which
their studies should go as a rocult of such feedback. The
third possible aim W0iIld pe that of 'prognosis' to deter-
mine which sturiamrs might be capable of further study.
If an F.Dssment technique is to be a reliable guide in

latter respect it ought to be able to discriminate
fairly accurately between those who could handle the study
at a higher level, and those who could not. It would
thus be a recognition of the imprecisionof a "prognostic"
test If the subsequent performances of students could not
be generally predicted from a purportedly prognogtfc test.
A university that claimed that its assessment techniques
were geared tywards the three 'educational/ alms referred
to above would do well to ask to what extent the aims are
realised.

3. Whether any social functions of assessment should exist,
such that their recognition by the university would entail
certain types of assessment rather than other types, is a
question that could entertain the contemplative soul.
Certainly it would be difficult to deny (or for that matter,
to diminish) professional, public, and student demand for
the certification of the academically "successful".
Certification, In turn, needs to be related to some stan-
dard of competence, and assessment of competence woulA be
a prerequisite. This point is argued well in paragraphs
8-16 of the Victoria University of Wellington Report
of the Professorial Board Committee on Examining (March
1971)

4. Assessment ought, some argue, to relate to the whole
teaching and learning process and, in particular, ought
to be geared at ascertaining the extent to which the
objectives of a course have been reached. Sometimes
explicitly, but more often, implicitly, the argument goes
on, university teachers do set course objectives. They
set objectives insofar as they devise assessment tools
which presuppose that, by the end of the university
teaching year, students will be able to demonstrate their
acquisition of, for example, certain skills and knowledge.
If the contents of examination papers are analysed in an
attempt to.deduce examiner's objectives the results may
show definite areas of weakrtekss. Where this exercise



3.
has been undertaken it has usua,ly been found thet studentswere predominantly required to regurgitate knowledge, todescribe well-known materials or experiments, or to solvefamiliar problems. Less than 30 per cent of each paperrequired genuine thought on the part of candidates, byobliging them to attempt unfamiliar problems or by deman-ding the capacity to interpret or eva!uate data, views, orconclusions. While academics might spontaneously questionthe applicability of such a judgment to their own work theymay more readily recognize the laments of their colleagueswho claim that too many students learn for examinationsrather.than because of the merit of the subject. Such aclaim could suggest a divergence between what the exam-inations test and the attainments which lecturers believenecessary for a genuine understanding of their subject.This kind of difference most probably derives from thelecturer's failure to analyse his course objectives and toens.!re that each is evaluated.

5. It should be clear by now, that.the word "objectives" is notbeing used here as a synonym for the "aim of education" orthe "role of the university." The need for courseobjectives transcends the more.speculative exercise of de-bating the respective merits of utilitarian or liberaleducation. For, whether one believes that the universityshould study and teach those things which are useful tosociety as a whole, or whether one adopts Cardinal Newmansoft-quoted and appealingly vague comment that "Liberaleducation ..itakes not the Christian, not the Catholic, butthe gentleman," there still remains a need to be concernedwith the less exalted details of pedagogical method.
6. if then, we are not examining the long-term aLms oluniversity education, nor are we referring to the lona-term aims of specific academic courses. These latteraims are certainly relevant to the whole teaching processfor no acaiemtc would willingly recommend degreecertification to someone who had not mastered the relevantskills and attitudes. Such long-term aims are in factdecided by academics on professional. Q,^1.1



describe well-known materials or experiments, or To solve

familiar problems. Less than 30 per cent of each paper
required genuine thought on the part of candidates, by
obliging them to attempt unfamiliar problems or by deman-
ding the capacity to interpret or evaluate data, views, or
conclusions. While academics might spontaneously question
the applicability of such a judgment to their own work they
may more readily recognize the laments of their colleagues
who claim that too many students learn for examinations
rather than because of the merit of the subject. Such a
claim could suggest a divergence between what the exam-
inations test and the attainments which lecturers believe
necessary for a genuine understanding of their subject.
This kind of difference most probably derives from the
lecturer's failure to analyse his course objectives and to
ensure that each is evaluated.

5. It should be clear by now that.the word "objectives" is not
being used here as o synonym for the "aim of education" or
the "role of the university." The need for course
objectives transcends the more speculative exercise of de-
bating the respective merits of utilitarian or liberal
education. For, whether one believes that the university
should study and teach those things which are useful to
society as a whole, or whether one adopts Cardinal Newmans
oft-quoted end appealingly vague comment that "Liberal
education 'makes not the Christian, not the Catholic, but
the gentleman," there still remains a need-to be concerned
with the less exalted details of pedagogical method.

6. If then, we are not examining the long-term aims of
university education, nor are we referring to the long-
term aims of specific academic courses. These latter
aims are certainly relevant to the whole teaching process
for no academic would willingly recommend degree
certification to someone who had not mastered the relevant
skills and attitudes. Such long-term alms are in fact
decided by academics on professional, social and
philosophical grounds and provide a framework for the
definition of intermediate objectives. Thus a medical
school may quite properly say that its long-term aim is to
produce good all-round general practitioners, specialists
of a variety of types, and medical scientists and to ensure
that certain specified or unspecified qualities of mind
are inculcated. More specifically a medical school
lecturer may outline a number of aims of the "to understand
hypoglycaemia" variety. A clear set of course objectives
would provide specific statements such as: "to list four
principal causes of hypoglycaemia, to recognise the
difference between acute and chronic cases, to describe
the changes in the brain, to understand the mechanism, to
list the minor causes, to differentiate between the
lesions of acute and chronic hypoglycaemia." It is at
this latter and more detailed level that a clear exposition
of course objectives is related to assessment. And,
while such details may be taken for granted by the expert
in the field, students and those less familiar with the
field will probably see the advantages of having ob-
jectives spelled out in this way.

7. Course objectives, spelled out by themselves, do lend
themselves to rote learning and should be, some may well
argue, moderated by less mundane objectives. The good
university lecturer could spell out to students, in
language suited to his own discipline, that the course
objectives include a variety of objectives in the
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4.

cognitive and affective areas. The cognitive continuum,
while it may start with the recall and recognition of
knowledge, could include comprehension, application of
information, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. On the
affective side most university lecturers will recognise
their duty to try to develop in students an inner incen-
tive to learn (motivation), an active response to stimulis
so that they cover the assigned work voluntarily and with
personal satisfaction, and a value such as Aeveloping a
continuing determination to speak and write effectively,
an appetite for what Ts good in literature, or the wish to
achieve accurate and well developed argument in writing a
report. In addition the'university teacher should have
as objectives that students should be able to organise
their values into an internally consistent system and that,
therefore, the students may be equipped to integrate their
beliefs, ideas, and attitudes into a total "philosophy" or
world view. Lecturers might well ponder the extent to
which their assessment techniques (examinations etc) do in
fact relate to all or any of the cognitive and affective
objectives.

8. Assessment, then, can be regarded as having educational aims,
social functions, and a close connection with course,
cognitive and affective objectives. While the material in
this paper that deals directly with examinations and other
assessment techniques might not spell out the relationship
between these techniques and the varieties of assessment
procedures, the relationship should be borne constantly in
mind.
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Traditional Examinations.

5.

9. Let us suppose, at the outset, the existence in New Zealandof a number of university lecturers and students who remainconvinced of the,efficienoy of "traditional examinations."What, for the purposes of this section of this study, arethey defending; why are they defending it; what are thestrengths and weaknesses In their defence; and how dothey counter criticiSms from educationists?

10. In this study the expression "the traditional examination"will be used to refer to those techniques for the assessmentof students which have most of the following characteristics.
(a)

( b)

( c )

At one or more times during the academic year, andalmost certainly at the end of the third term,
students are obliged to attend at a scheduled placeat a predetermined time to respond to a one, two,or three hour test.

For the end-of-year examination at least the
questions asked, whether essay type, problem solving,
"objective" short-answer, or other, will not have
been specified to the student directly.
Within a time-limit the student must answer a setnumber of questions, usually without recourse tobooks or library facilities, and often in the pres-ence of an invigilator other than the member ofstaff who set the examination.
The student may, though not inevitably, never seehis written script again.
The greater part (e.g. more than fifty per cent) ofthe marks credited to a student's academic recordwill be based on the kind of test described above.

By "traditional examination" then we shall be meaning boththe.end-of-year finals and the finals moderated by resultsof term examinations.

Described by some students as a "grotesque memory orgy"and a "masquerade" the traditional examination systemis still viewed hoWever, by many students and staff as



Traditional Examinations.

9. Let us suppose, at the outset, the existence in New Zealand
of a number of university lecturers and students who remain
convinced of the.efficiency of "traditional examinations."
What, for the purposes of this- section of this study, are
they defending; why are they defending It; what are the
strengths and weaknesses in their defence; and how do
they counter criticiams from educationists?

10. In this study the expression "the traditional examination"
will be used to refer to those techniques for the assessment
of students which have most of the following characteristics.

(a) At one or more times during the academic year, and
almost certainly at the end of the third term,
students are obliged to attend at a scheduled place
at a predetermined time to respond to a one, two,
or three hour test.

(b) For the end-of-year examination at least the
questions asked, whether essay type, problem solving,
"objective" short-answer, or other, will not have
been specified to the student directly.

(c) Within a time-limit the student must answer a set
number of questions, usually without recourse to

books or library facilities, and often in the pres-
ence of an invigilator other than the member of
staff who set the examination.

(d) The student may, though not inevitably, never see
his written script again.

(e) The greater part (e.g. more than fifty per cent) of
the marks credited to a student's academic record
will be based on the kind of test described above.

By "traditional examination" then we shall be meaning both
the end-of-year finals and the finals moderated by results
of term examinations.

Described by some students as a "grotesque memory orgy"
and a "masquerade" the traditional examination system
is still viewed hoWever, by many students and staff as
an irritating but necessary component of academic life.
Those who support the traditional examinations have often
attributed to them a high educational value. Preparation
for examinations, they argue, trains students to deal with
new material, to discriminate between the important and the
unimportant, to appreciate the relevance of hitherto un-
related details, to grasp a subject as a whole and to
combine parts into an organic unity, to hold knowledge
ready on demand, to think for themselves. Examinations,
it is further argued, have an element of reward in the
student's sense of achievement (and doubtlessly an element
of punishment for failure), and an element of feedback in
that future directions depend on results. The feedback,
some academics may-say, is valuable for highlighting
weaknesses or strengths, providing an incentive, giving
staff an indication of their effectiveness or ineffect-
iveness, checking on whether teaching objectives have
been achieved, serving for diagnosis and selection, and
providing a return on parental or state investment More
specific defences of examinations could cover the alleged
benefits of testing memory, coverage of the field,
ability to relate fact and theory, ability to reason
logically and to separate out points, and ability to write
well - to make points clearly and succinctly. And,

10



11 6.

where an academic Is faced with detailed arguments thatpurport to demonstrate the advantages of alternative
assessment techniques he can retreat into the assertionhat while such arguments have clear prima facie cogencywhen applie.d to other subjects the contingencies of hisown subject make traditional examinations either desirableor necessary..

12. The defences of examinations, including defences not citedabove, do need to be studied carefully. While such astudy will not form part of this paper it must be saidthat the defences of examinations are frequently relevantalso to defences of non-examination assessment procedures.That is, assuming the necessity for some of the thingsthat exams are said to do the question Is not simply "doexaminations do these things?" Rather, one should askwhich form of assessment does most of these things themost successfully. In this context it is certainlyappropriate to discuss questions of the validity andreliability of differing assessment techniques.
13. Most of the studies of the validity and reliability ofassessment techniques seem tO concentrate on examinations.The validity of an examination is, briefly, the extentto which it measures what it is, in fact, supposed tomeasure. Academics are prone to assert, though rarelyto attempt to prove, that the exams they set measureone, some, or all of the things that are cited in para 11.Statistically obsessed exam advocates point to the

hightsh correlations between results in the exams theyset and the results in 1.Q. tests, secondary school exams,and the impressions of academics themselves. Thesecorrelations, they might argue, show that whatever Is
being assessed in I.Q. tests and other exams is certainlyrelated to what is being assessed in traditional univer-sity examinations.

14. The problem of examination reliability is well known, andhas been attributed to a mumber of factors., first,student performance at .any specific time may suffer as aresult of physical or mental' discomfort. Second 1the examination set may not be adequate for sampling thecandiclates knowledge. Generally speaking, the longer theexamination and the areal-et-



where an acaaemic is Taceo wiln aelditeu aiyumen,
purport to demonstrate the advantages of alternative
assessment techniques he can retreat into the assertion
that while such arguments have clear prima facie cogency
when applied to other subjects the contingencies of his
own subject make traditional examinations either desirable
or necessary.

12. The defences of examinations, including defences not cited
above, do need to be studied carefully. While such a
study will not form part of this paper it must be said
that the defences of examinations are frequently relevant
also to defences of non-examination assessment procedures.
That is, assuming the necessity for some of the things
that exams are said to do the question is not simply "do
examinations do these things?" Rather, one should ask
which form of assessment does most of these things the
most successfully. In this context it is certainly
appropriate to discuss questions of the validity and
reliability of differing assessment techniques.

13. Most of the studies of the validity and reliability of
assessment techniques seem tO concentrate on examinations.
The validity of an examination is, briefly, the extent
to which it measures what it is, in fact, supposed to
measure. Academics are prone to assert, though rarely
to attempt to prove, that the exams they set measure
one, some, or all of the things that are cited in para II.
Statistically obsessed exam advocates point to the
highish correlations between results in the exams they
set and the results in I.Q. tests, secondary school exams,
and the impressions of academics themselves. These
correlations, they might argue, show that whatever is
being assessed in I.Q. tests and other exams is certainly
related to what is being assessed in traditional univer-
sity examinations.

14. The problem of examination reliability is well known, and
has been attributed to a number of factors. First,
student performance at any specific time may suffer as a
result of physical or mental discomfort. Secondly,
the examination set may not be adequate for sampling the
candidates knowledge. Generally speaking, the longer the
examination and the greater the number of questions to
be answered, the more reliable wilt be the score. One
usually needs, according to some authorities, at least
four 2-hour papers for the reliability coefficient to
reach 0.90 (1) This estimate of course applies to the
traditional examination system. Thirdly, there may be
inconsistencies in standards of marking adopted by
different examiners. If a grade of, say First Class or
"A" means the grade obtained by 10 per cent of the
candidates in one department or universIty, and the grade
obtained by 5 per cent of tha candidates in another
department, then either the same grade means different
things to different departments or the quality of stu-
dents in the departments varies greatly. Fourthly,
there may often be different ofilhions among examiners
about the relative value of students' answers. Most
academics will be well aware of the results of experi-
ments in which the same scripts have been assessed by a

(I) Lovell, K. "Examinations and Marking,"
University Teaching In Transition, Oliver and
Boyd, 1968, p137.

12
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number of independent people and the resulting marks have
varied quite considerably. It we put reliability in its
statistical context we find that at a high 0.9 reliability,
a remarking would give 68:per cent of the students no more
than 3 marks out of 100 either way, in 28 per cent marks
would vary between 3 and-6-elther way, and in 4% of the
cases they will vary.by more than 6 marks. At 0.8 relia-
bility 6e% will vary by 4 marks, 28% by between 4 and 8,
and in 4% Of the cases by more than 8 marks.

15. Some writings on_examinations refer to a problem known as
examination anxiety. While some degreeof anxiety would
be normal for most students who face exaMinations there
are _clear documented cases of examination streas that
amount to panic and phobic anxiety. For sUtb students
examinations may represent.not a circbmscribed and po-
tentially manageable challange, but an overwhelming threat
and a potential failure to the total person. The exist-
ence of very small numbers of students suffering from
examination phobia may justifiably be relevant to the
operations of student health services but does not entail
the conclualon.that examinations should be abolished.
Such anxieties are, we are told by student counsellors,
capable often Of.being reduced to manageable proportions.
(1)



number of independent people and the resulting marks have
varied quite considerably. It we put reliability in its
statistical context we find that at a high 0.9 reliability,
a remarking would give 68 per cent of the students no more
than 3 marks out of 100 either way, in 28 per cent marks
would vary between 3 and 6 either way, and in 4% of the
cases they will vary by more than 6 marks. At 0.8 relia-
bility 68% will vary by 4 marks, 28% by between 4 and 8,
and in 4% of the cases by more than 8 marks.

15. Some writings on examinations refer to a problem known as
examination anxiety. While some degree of anxiety would
be normal for most students who face examinations there
are clear documented cases of examination stress that
amount to panic and phobic anxiety. For such students
examinations may represent not a circumscribed and po-
tentially manageable challenge, but an overwhelming threat
and a potential failure to the total person. The exist-
ence of very small numbers of students suffering from
examination phobia may justifiably be relevant to the
operations of student health services but does not entail
the conclusion that examinations should be abolished.
Such anxieties are, we are told by student counsellors,
capable often of being reduced to manageable proportions.
(I )

16. It would be difficult in the matter of assertion and
counter assertion to say that evidence to hand, provides
a sound justification either for or against the retention
of the end-of-year examination. Nonetheless, the relia-
bility of traditional examinations is highly suspect (in
spite of the protestations of exam advocates); it is
doubtful that course objectives are measured well by
examinations currently set; and given a clear statement of
course, cognitive and affective objectives it is likely
that alternative assessment procedures might often be
preferable. There is, it seems, little to counter, and
much to support the proposition that traditional examin-
ations serve)little purpose, serve that purpose poorly,
and could well be abolished.

(I) Jon Frederick., 7The Management of Students exper-
iencing acute- examinatiOn anxtety." Paper to
Conference of ANZSHA 1970

14



Improving Examinations
15

17. There are, of course, those who admit the limitations oftraditional examinations and who believe that the solutionis not to abolish examinations but to iMprove:them. Ofthe variety of improvements proposed we shall look at a fewwhich haVe been trted :at some universtty institution andwhich are consistent with the retention of all,of the best(and possibly many of the worst) features of traditional
examinations.

3g...M1.

a.

Objective tests

18. Objective tests., developed largely as a reaction to exam-ination unreliability, are so denoted loeceuseof their
scoring procedure. Advocates of "objectiVe teste'may
argue.that they yield objeCtiveeta; ere reitebie inso-far as a ,test'readministratton will yield clo'sely similar
results; Alscrimtnate more accurately the finer shades
of knowledge. betwean cendi.dates; ,eilminate the advantage
geined by the speedy wrIter; are mora eaellY tetted forvalidity; and can give Rrompt,,detelted and:descriptive
feedback both-:to the-eXaminer and the examinee.

19. Writing questions for an Objective test is a creative
task, and a demandi:ng one. The work is slow - a competent
exam wrtter may dO Weil to construct between fiVe and ten
good items pier day._ Questions prust be unambiguous,
alternatives muste plausible, the items:must elUcit
respontee.thet.wiil indlcatethe rleVel of 6:student's
understandtng orknoWledge. SeVeral typeSofObjective
tests can.:be Used.:

(a) COMpletiOn: or Short AnSwer IteMst:

Where a student Is eaked to sUpply, rather than.select
'fOrmetHlt OTobably most 'often used



Improving Examinations 15
17. There are, of course, those who admit the limitations of

traditional examinations and who believe that the solution
is not to abolish examinations but to iMprove them. Of

the variety of improvements proposed we shall look ata few
which have been tried at some university institution and
which are consistent with the retention of all of the best
(and possibly many of the worst) features of traditional
examinations.

Objective tests

18. Objective tests, developed largely as a reaction to exam-
ination unreliability, are so denoted because of their
scoring procedure. AdvocatAq of "objective tests" may
argue that they yield objective data; are reliable inso-
far as a test readministratjon will yield closely similar
results; discriminate more accurately the finer shades
of knowledge between candidates; eliminate the advantage
gained by the speedy writer; are more easily tested for
validity; and can give prompt, detailed and descriptive
feedback both to the examiner and the examinee.

19. Writing questions for an objective test is a creative
task, and a demanding one. The work is slow - a competent
exam writer may do well to construct between five and ten
good items per day. Questions must be unambiguous,
alternatives must be plausible, the items must elicit
responset that will indicate the level of a student's
understanding or knowledge.. Several types.of objective
tests can be used:

(a) Completion or Short Answer Items:

Where a student is asked to supply rather than select
a response. Thls.format it probably most often used
for computation problems where students are required
to generate specific solutions. It is also useful
in assessing the students' knowledge of "barebones"
factual material. Short Answer techniques are
peobably best used where the intent is to test
information recall, where computation is required,
or where a recognitiOn question.would make an answer
obvioUs.

(b) Recognition and selection items:

Where a-student Ts asked to make appropriate dis-
criminations. While :this format denies to students
the latUtude to redefine aproblem,; to offer par-
tially correct answers, or to InfrOdUCe irrelevancy
it has the disadvantage that reCOgnising a eight
.from a wrong answer requires lest thorough learning
than recalling specific information.

(c) -True-False Items:
A lormat relJed on by lecturers seeking an easily
.constructed test.. Few statements hoWever, are
unquestionably true or feIse. ', And meny that are
do not meature the abstract end infeeentiel
learnIng 'objecttvet that are part Of a univertity
course.,- With a 50-50 chance of,a Correct .gOess
for each question a, test needs 0 lerge nuMber of
Items then a multiple-choice test tO maiptat6 Its

discriminating power. True-falSe teats-; while

16
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appealing to those with little experience of tett
constructiOn, should be used with great caution.

(d) Multiple-Choice Tests:
Well constructed-multiple-choice tests are capable
of measuring most educational objectives, whether
the ability to solve problems, recommend actions and
make predictions, or the acquisition of knowledge,
understanding, and Tudgement. In view of a not un-
common view that objective tests require only
superficial knowledge of simple facts some more
details on multipte-choice tests,may be helpful.

20. The major drawback of objective tests is that bad Items
_are so simple to construct. Both questions and answers
must avoid clues which assist the uninformed student to
answer correctly withoUt really understanding therr
material.:. ;It' is ImPOrtant to makesure that correct and
tncorreCt answers are of the Same tength," structure,
tachnical sophistication and srammatical lorM-or else
they will stitk odt as indongruous.. For example :there
is little:merit in an item such as::

"Freud was a I. Marine biOlogiS-L
2., PSychoanalyst,
3. -:EthoIogist
4. HistOrian"

Similarly'.a question such aS "what is the..best forM of
treatment fOr an OderlY patient With thyrotoXicosiS and
lsevereheart faiJure?" poSep th.p probjem as to Whether
the treatment is really for:the heartfailUre or the
thyrotoxicosis. The 7uestiOn, as a preface to a- multiple-
choice item', might read better as -"what Is the best form
of treatment for thvrotoxicosis in an elderly patient



appealing to those with little experience of test
construction, should be used with great caution.

(d) Multiple-Choice Tests:

Well constructed multiple-choice tests are capable
of measuring most edu.oational objectives, whether
the ability to solve problems, recommend actions and
make predictions, or the acquisition of knowledge,
understanding, and judgement. in view of a not un-
common view that objective tests require only a
superficial knowledge of simple facts some more
details on multiple-choice tests may be helpful.

20. The major drawback of objective tests la that bad items
are so simple to construct. Both questions and answers
must avoid clues which assist the uninformed student to
answer correctly without really understanding the
mateelal. It is Important to make sure that correct and
incorrect answprs are of the same lenath, structure,
technical sophistication and grammatical form or else
they will stick out as incongruous. For example there
is little merit in an item such as:

"Freud was a - I. Marine biologist
2. Psychoanalyst
3. Ethologist
4. Historian"

Similarly a question such as "what Ts the best form of
treatment for an elderly patient with thyrotoxicosis and
severe heart failure?" poses the problem as to whether
the treatment Is really for the heart failure or the
thyrotoxicosis. The -.uestion, as a preface to a multiple-
choice item, might read better as "what is the best form
of treatment for thyrotoxicosis in an elderly patient
with heart failure? The response alternatives may then
contain elemer:ts relating to the treatment of both
disorders. Some multiple-choice items may simply test
knowledge, some may test ability to argue logically, and
items like the following can do both:

"Assume that over a ten-year period consumer purchases had
dropped from '75 per cent to 65 per cent of.the GNP, and
that investment and net exports had remained the same,
proportionately. On the basis of this Information alone,
we can be certain that:

I. Total expenditure had declined, percentage-wise
2. The slzp of the GNP had declined
3. Government spending had increased,- percentage-wise
4. The sle of disposable income had declined
5. Personal savings had InCreased,-percentage-wise.

The correct answer is (3).

21. A careful examiner may; having devised a multiple-
choice test that tests factual recall, data Interpre-
tation, and icTobjem solution, then pretest.the
examTnetion Oh all of his: departmental colleagues to
check for. ami)iguities and errers and to establish some
sort of. atandard. In partiduler, the examiner should
attempt-to. ensure that soMe of the questi-ons are clearly
AiscrjMtnatOry:tO.that the -better:studenta-are able to be
distingujahed from the dull 'or Trwcttocrer.. Once a lecturer

has: eet an-Objectjve teat he must:--then score:the results,
-anA: Must dp_po,coneletently.'. fOr a nine-part
question with three -Oorreotriswers.an examiner could:

I. award pointa for each;:correct answer
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award RoInts:for, each correct answer and deduct
points fo'r each wrong answer
award 'points for each correct answer Identified and
award points.for each Incorrect answer whUch has been
identilied.as'Untorrect.

This last approach for a nine-part question can give a
score range of 19 where three TUght answers -give plus 3,six wrong an:swerssignoredgive. plus 6, ending up mith
plus 9- In tne-op-posrte-Way one. Can :score mlnus.9.. The
multiple-Of:Ace aPproach. may'then, 'provide the scope for
a wi.da spread of marksv ahd-,...if used with computer marking,
can save- muCh staff tithe- after examinations,.

22. It may be argued that the above account of.objacttve testsis too optimistic in tons and insUffIcierilly attentive toproblems .Of teSt" conatrudfTon for stalf and problems of
examinatIon streaa'When-Such.'tests are used frequently.
Furtheruniveraity. staff_WNew'Zealand-may,be,;Only too
well aware'of'the poar tattadnatrtiction in soMe School
Certificate .0cipe'rS u0n9 -tnIS'aPprciach. s:It-may.-well betat many res'erVatUoria:felt by staff, partictilarty-in the
hUmanitUeS-and-the'oCial ,scienceS,-,:atem:froth.thei.r.per-
sonal'IlmitatiOna'ratherthan from problems inherent in
lobJectiViOesting 'TheratIonallaationstbat emarga to
JustifystaffraserVatIons may' beaS sophisticatecr as they
:are'fanclf0'and-Staff-doUId:d&-well to assess'the.basis
of:wha+e"r,jaP.Obt.the.Y..nal/!:

Use of'the'Year.!



2. award points for- each correct answer and deduct
points for each wrong answer

3. award points.for each correct answer identified and
award points for each incorrect answer which has been
identified as incorrect.

This last approach for a nine-part question can give a
score range of 19 where three right answers give plus 3,
six wrong answers ignored give plus 6, ending up with
plus 9. In the opposite way one can score minus 9. The
multiple-choice approach may then, provide the scope for
a wide spread of marks, and, if used with computer marking,
can save much staff time after examinations.

22. It may be argued that the above account of objective tests
is too optimistic In tone and insufficiently attentive to
problems of test construction for staff and problems of
examination ptress when such tests are used frequently.
Further, university staff InNew Zealand may be Only too
well aware of the poor test construction in some School
Certificate papets ustng this approach. -It may-well be
that many reserVations felt by-staff, particularly in the
humanities and the social sciences, stem from theit per-
sonal limitations-rather than from problems inherent in
objective:testing. The rationalisations that emerge to
justify staff.retervations may be as sophisticated as they
are fanciful :and staff Could do .well to assess the,basis
of-whatever doUbts they have.

Use of the Yeatts-Work

23. A second:approach tO the problemrof improving the trad-
itional exaMinati.on system is to "use the year's work in
thefjnal assessment." ,Thit apptoach may, bypass the
debate aboUt 'assessment procedures:andsimplyeal with
the,desitabillty of greding students by counting ftnal
examinations at worth say /5 per cent of the final. marks
while the yearlt wOrk it graded out of 25 per cent. A
nUMber of Neva Zealend universitiet have empbasised.that
-this approach-ts followed by a numbet of departmentt In
their institutiOnr;. The:Vatieties ofratsessment proceduies
end the differentet in the Proportioning of marks betweeii
finals and the year's work makes "use of the year's work"
a conVentent bUt question-begging approach to the whole
probiem of imptoVIMg astessment procedures. For, while
It is of interett to note 11-14.t departmentt either do, or
plan to, atlocate 'Marks :for the yeat's work they may well
do to by.verying their atsettment procedures:not one whit.
-.For exarnple,á deOattMent that allocatet 30 per cent of
the,marks'jPIttbe final 4rade- on rthe tatit of e tradition-
ally ttylre'd eXaMinatiOn set trF.the second term, and 70
pet cent On.'the:-.batis Of e.finet examrnatiOn could only
margtnailjYtaidtsbcOnsrder the year!t work: Similarly
a DepartMent thet elloCated.2570er centofthe final
marks fOt__testt,'etpayt and ,practicaleXaminetiont,through-
Out the yearls:stilirelying.lergelY On'finalexaminations
_for the finai gtadtn.gt,

24. Where New Zealand-univerpity AepartmenttAleve:AntiOduced
a 2.5/75,;:per cent dittinction-_betweenthe yeatItwork"
and fillet exaMinatiOntthey havefte4uentlyascrfbed to
their ptoCedU'tet the metTtt.end deMe:Ott'_of_ atsettMent
sytteMs:that :lite no eXemthationsut'Only thenotmal
essignment work. :AcadeMICvt can argUethat,tuCh'en
allocetiOn prometes mote-steady. work,: a bettetHcoVerage
of the yearlz wOrk, improved academic ttanderdt, end a
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reduction of the element of chance. On the other hand,
those who wish the year's-wor-k.to .be free from assessment,
can argue that even a, say 25/75 per cent division, re-
creates an undesirable pre-university learning situation,
increases Aemands on staff time, increases the chance of
plagiarism, penalises those who work bestunder concen-
trated pressure, and limits the freedom of students to
plan their own work,. iSome academics ,forwhom examinations
are the essence of .assessment, envisage: the .grim sOecta-
cle of a-steeplechase systempfexaMjnati3Ons. It Could,
it would seeM be Jairly argued that, the "use of the year's
work" doet not, necesearily, ,but very welicould, entail
an improvement on thetradttional examination systeM. In
this context the "coUld" Ts ccntUngent on sta.ff flexibility.

EssayExamtnations

25. E,ssay-examinatlons have been the standard Jere for univer-
sity stOdents for a I,ong timel_an:dManyof the criticisms
oftradltIonal examiningHreiate parttouTarly to the limit-
ations of subjectivemarkingthat are 5a :f.eatUre of most
essay examinattons.- It:is:, in fact, tile:Mfficultjes in
scoring,, rather than:the form of,:quepttOns qr theirizsurpose,
that have:been mast used to pinpointweaknost iTn.,the
essay style ,examination. At the ;same time there are two
general :school:s of::thought about the Tejevante of the
form of'essay.exams. ,One school :argues that;the essay-
type questit tests ability to write dlscureively and



reduction of the element of chance. On the other hand,
those who wish the year' s- work to be free from assessment,
can argue that even a, say 25/75 per cent di vision, re-
creates an undesirable pre-university learning situation,
1 ncreases .demands on staff time, increases the chance of
p lag iar sm, pena I ises those who work best under concen-
trated pressure, and I imits the freedom of students to
p Ian thel r own work.. Some academics for whom examinations
are the essence of assessment, env 1 sage the grim specta-
cle of a steep lechase system of examinations. it cou I d,
It wou I d seem be fa! rly argued that the "use of the year's
work" does not, necessari I y, but very we I I cou Id, enta 1 I

an improvement on the traditi ona 1 examination system. In
th is context the "coul d" is contingent on staff f lex bi I ity.

Essay Examinations

25. Essay examinations have been the stardard fare for unl ver-
sity students for a long time, and many of the criticisms
of traditional examining relate particularly to the 1 imit-
ations of subjective marki ng that are a feature of most
essay .examinations. It is, in fact, the di ff iculties in
scoring, rather than the form of questions or their purpose,
that have been most used to pinpoint weakness 1 n the
essay sty le examination. At the same t ime thre are two
genera I schoo Is of thought about the relevance of the
form of essay exams. One school argues that the essay-
type question tests abi I ity to write d scurs ive 1 y and
luci d I y and shows whether or not a candidate can synthesise
and. genera I i se . The other schoOl suggests that the u'sua I

exam! nation, with three to f ive questions to be dl scussed
In three hours, tests a very specie I 1 sed kind of ab 1 1 1 ty,
and puts a premiuM on speed and 'superficiality. It
I imits the student to one mode of expression,- and often,
so the argument Conti nues, provides' a. more seneiti've
Measure. o-f.. Writing speed and resistance to anxiety than of
edutationa I achievement.- It. -shoui d be noted that the
Merit's proposed for the essay exam are ais.o often attrib-
uted to. essays dOne- under non-exaMinatiOn cond it rons,
Whereas the- demerite noted by the sedond school above re-
late speci f Ida I I y to examination condi t-rons. -and dd not
contradict the merits attributed to non-examination essays.
AdVocates of the essay' exami nett On do, Of course,' ral se
questions re 1%:ting to the feasab 1 I Ity of proper assessment
of non-exaMilta.tVon essays but such questions are genera I I y

capable of some answer. (See, for examp le, Michae I Bassey' s
.As-seesnieninal -Assignments, NZUSA, 1971)

26. Potenti a I -trOub les with. e-Ssay .examinat hone may, some sugg-
est', mini-mised if questions areAeared at a reasonable
I eveI , are. 'worded. c I earl y and' "unambi gudu-s I y, 'are speci f 1 c
on .the sdope 'and length of 'answers reqU'l.red,' and
adequate I y s aMp le Instructional. objectives. In 'markt ng,
examlners-cou IA mark each paper without knowl ng-who wrote
it (often di ff icu I grade al I answers tip 'one 'question
at one et tt.1 ng,' randomize the. sequence: in' whiCh scripts'
'are. read, 'and judge eecfl- 'eSsay quest ion anal yt roe l'y by
assi.gni ng' pd1 nts. to. vertotis eecti one-. Whether theee
mechanical procedure's provide -a.n.Y-eafeguarde. I s a. moot

-61g-ht. however :help .;-to 1:6p rove:-..essay'.examil
at -For example, an eteay .1 n anewe.r...t.d the queet ion
."Des-cri be' the .brigins- of World War 11'AS -6=oth, more,

antwer jpo 1 ntedly and to. Mark than. "Explain
why 'eaCh of the great. European' -powers - 'Au etri-a-, 'Germany,
France and :Great Bri.ta-rn mdst, 'bear some of the-

-reepdnei bi I I ty for. .the. 'eVents wh Ch.. led immediately to the
obtb real< Of- Wor l-cl 'War -On 'ba lance,: it- tri rg-ht. be .sa d
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that the essay appears capable of makino a valuable con-
tribution to student thinking and student capacity to
arrange ideas, but a cumulative assessment of students'
essays over a period of time might well be more reliable
than the results of essay examinations. On no account,
however, if essay examinations are to be set, should they
be set at the end of a course in which students have written
no essays at all. If essay writing is not relevant to
achieving the course objectives then it has no place in
assessing the extent to which these objectives have been
reached. Conversely if an essay examination has to be set
at the end of a given course then, since thrt course
contains objectives best measured, in part at least, by
essay work there should be essay work during the course it-
self.

Practical Examinations

27. The assessment of practical skills or experimental ability
is an aspect of univeraity teaching that rarely attracts
the attention of educationists. If a university teacher
looks for a single publication to assist him in setting
better problem papers, assessing experimental work, or
evaluating practical skills more objectively, he will
probably look in vain. Yet for many graduate scientists,
and most dentists., doctors, horticulturists, engineers,
architects, etc, the professional skills are,probabiy as
important as the theoretical base on which they are built.
While "practical examinati.ons" may not form part of each
aspect of the sciences and professional disciplines, they

III
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be set at the end of a course in which students have written
no essays at all. If essay writing is not relevant to
achieving the course objectives then it has no place in
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reached. Conversely if an essay examination has to be set
at the end of a given course then, since thPt course
contains objectives best measured, in part at least, by
essay work there should be essay work during the course it-

self.

Practical Examinations

27. The assessment of practical skills or experimental ability
is an aspect of university teaching that rarely attracts
the attention of educationists. If a university teacher
looks for a single publication to assist him in setting
better problem papers, assessing experimental work, or
evaluating practical skills more objectively, he will
probably look in vain. Yet for many graduate scientists,
and most dentists, doctors, horticulturists, engineers,
architec-!-s, etc, the professional skills are probably as
important as the theoretical base on which they are built.
While "practical examinations" may not form part of each-
aspect of the sciences and professional disciplines, they
are still present in one form or another in many courses.
In laboratories, workshops, drawing offices, studios,
farms and hospitals university students are dissecting
organisms, building machinery, designing buildings, per-
forming on musical instruments, assessing the merits of
a new crop, and interviewing disturbed patients. And,
since these activities form part of the course and are
undertaken presumably with some course objective in mind,
they are rightly assessed.

28. With such a wide range of practical skills involved in
university courses the following comments may have a
bearing only on certain types of courses. For students
with regular laboratory classes it might be argued that
the objectives of practical classes are to teach the skill
of experimentation, the value and importance of care and
precision in experimental research, the design of
experiments and the scope and limitations of the scien-
tific method. Some academics might believe that students,
through their own observations and measurements will see
that the laws and theories they have met in their lectures
can be, in part at !east, confirmed in practice. The
latter belief is consistent with assessment procedures for
practical work that are tests of verbal information and
application. For the former objectives, however, il is

not at all obvious that linguistically coded information
produced under examination conditions can be sensibly
used in assessing a student's exposure to the segment
of experience to which such information might refer.
This point is well taken by many university departments
and the practical examination may then involve the
student in the attempt to "do an experiment" (or
experiments) under close observation at a time and date
specified for examination purposes.

29. This approach to the assessment of practical work, par-
ticularly where it involves a "rerun" of one or more
exper;ments" previously attempted as part of the course
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may test manual dexterity,the abitfty- to communi-cete, the
extent to which -facts and knowledge of procedure have been
assimilated, and ability to write a report succinctly, but
it provides little scope for assessing creative ability.
Perhaps our practical classes do not justify any other
assessment procedures. If that is so then lecturers may
well have to ask themselves whether they wish to retain
practical work for the purpose of illustrating learned work
or to enable students to sample scientific behaviour. If
academics are concerned with the latter purpose then assess-
ment procedures may change accordingly. For example, in
most practical work situations there would appear to be
little or no reason why the assessment of practical work
should not be done In the laboratory at the time when normal
laboratory work is being done. To set a Ipractical
examination' when continuous assessment is either being
done (or is possible) is to add unnecessarily to the course
demands.

30. For those concerned with the assessment of laboratory work
it may help to consider the assessment of practical work in
the context of a course in which the laboratory is ,u-Sed for
more than the common activity of performing set tasks and
writing reports accordingly. A description of such a course
is appended to this paper (Appendix 1: The Efficient Use
of Laboratory time in the Teaching of Engineering) and out-
lines a programme of experimental work with certain specifi-
ed objectives. University staff should consider whether
or not the objectives mentioned are ones they agree with,
whether these objectives are currently met in their own
practical courses, whether the programme outlined Is
consistent with their own thinking on experimental work,
and whether or not such work can be assessed outside the
normal laboratory setting. By posing such questions
university teachers might find it difficult to avoid the
conclusion that practical examinations are a poor substi-
tute for assessment and that an enquiry oriented programme
is of more value than the replication of classical and
standard experiments.

Oral Examinations

31. By long standing tradition oral examinations are most
frequently used in medicine, dentistry, and foreian
languages. Like traditional written examinations they
are reputed to provoke anxiety and to be severely limited
in reliability and in the depth of evaluation which they
provide. In discussing the question of oral examinations
the Victoria University Report of the Professorial Board
Committee on Examining (March 1971, pares 57-61) asserted
that New Zealand university students are unfamiliar-with
the technique of "oral exposition." The Committee
suggested that this unfamiliarity constituted "another
argument against the use of oral examining." It may
very well be true that the possibility of reliable and
valid assessment by oral Interrogation or even by
discussion should be treated sceptically. Nonetheless,
if uhiversity teachers see skill in verbal communication
as an objective of university teaching they may have some
basis for an attempt to assess such skills. If such
skills are foreign to New Zealand students perhaps they
could be introduced to them more systematically than at
present. This is not to say that oral examinations might
be the ideal way of assessing verbal skills - for it is
in the group 2 5
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discussion, tutorial and laboratory context that academic
staff might best assess. However, where the examination
context can be proved to be the best place for testing oral
proficiency,.some steps Can be taken to marginally improve
test objectivity. First, the examiner or examiners could
compile as specifid a list as possible of the areas of
knowledge and skill they intend to evaluate. Secondly a
permanent record could.be obtained or audio or videotape so
that the discussion can be examined at leisure. Thirdly,
for clinical examinations in medical subjects the results
of oral examination could be checked against the record of
the student's performance in ward rounds, outpatients
clinics, etc.

Changes in Examination Conditions

32. A number of small modifications to the traditional examin-
ation procedures have been proposed from time to time,
occasionally with arguments for and against the proposal
included, but rarely with details of the objectives that
are likely to undergird the proposals. First, some
examiners have suggested open-book examinations in which
students are free to take text and reference books into an
examination room. It is probable that most of the alleged
merits of essay examinations would be retained equally as
well if such a procedure were adopted. With poorly struc-
tured questions this system might encourage the redurgi-
teflon of text book material but could equally easily be
said to test ability in the use of reference materials.
Secondiy, examiners could provide students with specific
information about the examination questions at a reasonable
time before the exam itself. Advocates of this approach
might argue that the resulting lack of need for "question
spotting" or complete course coverage will enable students
to reveal their abilityato study in depth, and may reduce
nervous tension a little. Certainly it is doubtful that
the provision of information would in any way alter student
dependence on memory or writing skill. Those who may
currently benefit from more inspired question spotting
would have no clear advantage, and those who do not trust
their "question spotting" ability would be relieved of the
disadvantages of superficially scanning all their material
before each examination. Thirdly, by setting a single-
question unseen examination paper a student may be enabled
to explore one topic in greater depth with an emphasis on
thought and synthesis of ideas rather than on speed of
writing. Most of advantages and disadvantages of the
normal three hour paper are retained in this proposal
except for the drawback of the superficiality Imposed by
shorter questions.

33. Where a university department is unwilling to lose Its
dependence on formal examinations it might well consider
-110e.._possibil1ty of varying the type of examination set in
line wi-fh changes similar to those described in the
preceeding paragraph, or by the use of "take-hone"
examinations. At the same time it might well be of value
to discuss whether or not there are any intrinsic merits
in holding examinations of three hours duration. The
Victoria University Report on Examining already referred
to, argues at some length in favour of one - or two-hour
examinations (paras 35 and 36). The Report asserts,
inter elle, that a one-hour paper can adequately sample
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a large amount of presumed knowledge; that three-hour
examinations confuse assessment with tenacity; that more
frequent shorter examinations can val1dly test as capably
as one three hour final examination; and that more frequent
shorter examinations could reduce the need for the "sterile
regimentation" of "finals." Such claims If acceptable,
could help Justify a reduction in staff reliance on the
end-of-year three-hour unseen examination.,
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Miscellaneous

34 Assessment procedures must, it can reasonably be argued,
form a part of the total'context of a university system.
This assertion, though not without its detractors, does
suggest that changes in other aspects of 'a university
might entail the need for changes in assessment procedures
and, conversely, changes in assessment procedures might
entail changes in other aspects of a university. In
this section of our study of assessment by formal examin-
ations we shall look 6t the questions of-the value of
grades, andall special typnS of passes.

35 Grading Students

When the examination rooths empty out in mid-November and
when the academiC staff Of our University have allocated
the marks to each examination script, undergraduate
students rush forH-he newspapers to see whether they .have
been awarded an A, B or c past or-a DOr E failure. For
many students enrolled in "intermediate!' coursesthese
grades are the basis on Which they will be aCcepted or
rejected for enrolment in-6 profeetional school-. And,
forStudents Completing a Masters:or HonOurs degree the
"FirsfClaSs Honourt label may be the admissiOn ticket
to an .academic career Or a- post-graduate scholarship.
While the attaCk on ,grading has r1-61- yet reached New Zealand
uniVerSitiee to any -signifiCant degree it Might be of
interest to note the:kind of argUments proposed by the
advoCatee Of grade abOiltrOn Overeeas



34. Assessment procedures must, it can reasonably be argued,
form a part of the total context of a university system.
This assertion, though not without its detractors, does
suggest that changes in other aspects of a university
might entail the need for changes in assessment procedures
and, conversely, changes in assessment procedures might
entail changes in other aspects of a university. In

this section of our study of assessment by formal examin-
ations we shall look at the questions of.the value of
grades,.and'all special typ_ot of passes.

35. Grading Studekts

When the examination rooMs empty out in mid-November and
when the academic staff of our university have allocated
the marks to each examination script, undergraduate
students rush for the newspapers to see whether they have
been awarded an A, B or C pass or a D or E failure. For

many students enrolled In "Intermediate" courses these
grades are the basis on which they will be accepted or
rejected for enrolment in a professional school. And,
for students completing a Masters. or Honours degree the
"First Class Honours" label may be the admission ticket
to an academic career or a post-graduate scholarship.
While the attack on grading has not yet reached New Zealand
universities to any significant degree it might be of
interest to note the kind of arguments proposed by the
advocates of grade abolition overseas.

36, At the outset those who seek to abolish grades might argue,
in a variety of ways, that there are no valid and reliable
tests of academic ability. Some basis for this point of
view can be inferred from the known fact that the perfor-
mances on standard 1.Q. and achievement tests of many
groups of people of non-European origin are consistently
lower than for those of European origin. The argument
goes on to assert that if such tests were culturally
unbiassed the scores of distinguishable racial groups
would be less varied. in the New Zealand context it would
be argued that Maori under-representation at university
level might be countered by staging a fundamental attack
on the whole academic assumption of basing rewards on
culturally-biased tests of ability. A second prong of an
attack on grades could derive from the suggestion that
academic ability as at present tested is only one of a
number of abilities that should be valued by society. The
qualities of leadership needed by those who administer and
lead organisations, are not qualities that are readily
related to the results of current assessment procedures, yet
they are important qualities needed by the kinds of people
that universities should be producing. This aspect of
the argument against grades finds considerable backing in
the results of studies which examine the relationship
between univerity grades and adult achievement. One
major review study (I) looked at forty-six different
studies dealing with career categories, such as business,
teaching, engineering, medicine and scientific research

Donald P. Hoyt "The relationship between college
grades and adult achievement: a review of the
literature," AmeriCan Coliege Testing Program,
Research Reports No. 7, September 1.965.
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and concluded that
"although this area of research is plagued by many
theoretical, experimental, measurement, and siatis-
tical difficulties, present evidence strongly suggests
that college grades bear little or no relationship to
any measure of adult accomplishment."

Such a conclusion, hitting so deeply as It does at the
very basis of university staff recruitment patterns, will
doubtless strike few chords of sympathy among academics
themselves. For, to those who have achieved their own
positions by demonstrating their academic ability, and
who accept without question that such ability can or should
be a fair basis for reward distribution, the arguments
against grades pose personally disturbing questions.

37- Those who, willingly or reluctantly, endorse the grading
of students may well accept some of the views expressed
by their opponents. They may agree that grading is
neither accurate nor uniform, that it does not really
standardize academic achievement criteria, that it
produces undue competitive strain, that it protects bad
teaching, or that Z-1- fails to present an accurate model
of-"real life." They may agree that grades frequently
have a low correlation with creative achievement and that
a motivation to earn a high grade is not identical to a
motivation to learn. At the same time, they could well
argue tf,at academic standards, however incapable of
clear definition, must be maintained because human beings
are not capable of accepting a real life situation where
all rewards become meaningless because they are distributed
at random. Some cut-off point must be used to enable
people to be sure, for example, that their doctor Is not
simply an undeserving recipient of automatic certification.

38. At this point the advocates of grade abolition might re-
enter the argument by suggesting that they seek a more
moderate reform - the introduction of pass/fail grading.
While this proposal does not cover the problem of how to
determine the pass/fail line it does entail the view that,
for those who do pass, the existence of grades of passes
is, in some way, irrelevant to the assessment of students.
For example, while the broad categories Of coMpetent/
incompetent might be justified there are no sound reasons
for'assuming that a student four C passes Ts superior to
a student with three C passes and a D failure. Similarly
a student with B,C,D,D gradings In four subjects might
be superior to a student with AAEE gradings even though
both have two passes and the' latter student has the
better passes. Whether argumentation of thiS type
should prevail over contentions that graded evaluation
is a necessary concommitant of good teaching is a question
that we ehall, in this ,paper,. bypass. Academjcs might
well ask themselves, however, why they aliocate grades
to students, how they establish their standards, what
distinghises a poor B g.rade for a good C grade, and
whether grading in any way improvet the quality of student
learning. 30
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Restricted and Aegrotat Passes

39. There are a number of devices that can be introduced into
an examination system to ensure that students are able to
have a fairer chance than if their sole prospects are
through end-of-year examinations. None of these devices
are necessarily relevant to a system of continuous
assessment but can and have been used in New Zealand univer-
sities in particular c;ircUmstances in conjunction with the
normal examination system. In essence they involve mod-
ifications of examination results rather than changes In
assessment procedures and are therefore mentioned in this
paper only briefly and descriptively.

40. A restricted plass may be given to a student whose examin-
ation results make him a marginal failure. Such a pass
could be credited towards the degree results but would not
enable a student to enter the next stage of the subject.
This approach would enable a department to formally recog-
nise a reasonable performance by a student who was unlikely
to successfully complete a higher stage of study. With
suitable limitations on the number of restricted passes
allowable In any one degree some students might be able to
complete their study more quickly.

41. siLIWILL2=1192a_125.21721,1_q11211a. have been held in some New
Zealand universities for some time for students in a number
of professional courses in which they must pass the year's
work as a whole to progress to a higher-level. In the
general arts and science degrees such examination might
enable some students to upgrade poor passes or to reduce
the total time required for graduation by passing an
examination which has previously been failed. In fairness
it should be said that those New Zealand universities
that have considered running supplementary examinations in
some general degree subjects have raised plausible object-
ions - that costs would be too high, staff research could
suffer, students in full time vacation work might not be
able to adequately prepare for "specials," and that where
the year's work is already being consic.ered there is no
need for supplementary examinations. However, while there
may be little purpose served by an extension of the current
form of written supplementary examinations held in late
January as an examination rerun there could be justification
for supplementary oral examinations. Notwithstanding the
limitations of oral examining they may be used to supplement
written examinations by enabling a marginal candidate to
elaborate on insufficient answers, to show he has an
adequate knowledge of the course it has answered too few
questions to explain an unusual discrepancy in the
standard of his answers, to correct what appears to be an
accident'al error, or to develop a promising argument.
Supplementary oral examinations with these aims could be
used with marginal students for the purposes attributed
to written supplementary examinations. In the Victoria
University Report already referred to, oral examinations
were in fact discussed under the heading "reconsideration
of scripts" (paras 56-61). That report rightly cites
research evidence on the unreliability of oral examining
but fails to point out that the bulk of the evidence
available relates to research which contrasts written
with oral examinations rather than written examinations
with written examinatioks supplemented by oral examinations
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for marginal candidates. While, then, oral examinations
alone are of doubtful value one cannot conclude that they
would necessarily be of littie value in a supplementary
rather than dominant position. An examiner could, in
going over a script with a candidate, invite him to write
a paragraph or two Tf he is experiencing difficulty in
oral formulation. This approach could diminish the
problem of the alleged unfamiliarity of New Zealand students
with oral exposition. It would seem, Tn fact, that
objections to oral examinations for marginal candidates
derive more from intuition than from evidence. Their
greatest demonstrable drawback is, in fact, the imposition
of more responsibility on the examiner.

Conclusion

42. Forma; examinations remain the mainstay of much assessment
In the university. They are defended vigorously by some
staff members, possibly those who have relied most
heavily on them over a period of years and have not ventured
into other assessment techniques. The comments in this
paper may well seem to such academic:, to be a threat to
cherished traditions. To other academics, particularly
those with an interest In, and understanding of, the wealth
of experience of those whose experimentation goes far beyond
the conservative confines of this paper, my analysis and
comments may seem quite archaic. Hopefuliy, those at
both extremes may have found some comments of relevance
and Interest. For, if "continuous assessment" in some
form or other is not yet acceptable to our university
teachers, they may still be able to attempt minor and
conservative reforms of the type hinted at In this paper.
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APPENPI

The Efficient Use of Laboratory Time in the
Teach;ng of Engineerin

Mr D.E.P. Jenkins.

Traditionally laboratory experiments are used aS a means of
supplementing the lecture and the tutorial', and experiments are
performed in order to verify certain aspects of the theory, if
the student attends the laboratory regularly and writes iabora-
tory reports of the required standard, then this Ts often
considered to be efficient use of Aaboratory time.

The difficulty arises If one_wants:to deviate.ifrom this pattern.
Indeed, one has to make a positi.Ve effort: even:to think about a
change In the pattern, andwhen one hasreached this stage it
becomes niscePsary to ask some questions.. Firstly, why is the
change necessary? Secondly, what:changes are tO be made? WTII
the change be an improvement, and_what benefits wili-the
student enjoy from any changes that ere made?

It Us Unteresting to To01,, quickly-at thewelAknoWn pattern of a
great deal of:laboratory work jn,sc.tence.and.engjbeertng.. -:The
student works from a laboratory sheet on YVOqh-ttle:-OnaspectS'
of the:experlmentsre outlTned, andHhe, A-SexPeCted to, carrY:04t
work according to the :general directionSof the,*sheests and O'kiw
sensible .ConclUstons..from his resulta,Thfa..Is:an
familiar Pattern of:which:most,,of up have ex6a.r;Onge-- Jrie main
criticism, I -feel, of this systeMHisthat it Ape's not enc'ourage
creative thinking-. This has been recognised fdr a very long
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Mr D.E.P. Jenkins.

Traditionally laboratory experiments are used as a means of
supplementing the lecture and the tutorial, and experiments are
performed in order to verify certain aspects of the theory, if
the student attends the laboratory regularly and writes labora-
tory reports of the required standard, then this is often
considered to be efficient use of laboratory time.

The difficulty arises if one wants to deviate from this pattern.
Indeed, one has to make a positive effort even to think about a
change in the pattern, and when one has reached this stage it
becomes necessary to ask some questions. Firstly, why is the
change necessary? Secondly, what changes are to be made? Will
the change be an improvement, and what benefits will the
student enjoy from any changes that are made?

It is interesting to look quickly at the well-known pattern of a
great deal of laboratory work in science and engineering. The
student works from a laboratory sheet on which the main aspects
of the experiments are outlined, and he is expected to carry out
work according to the general dlrections of the sheets and draw
sensible conclusions from his results. This is an all too
familiar pattern of which most of us have experience. The main
criticism, I feel, of this system is that It does not encourage
creative thinking. This has been recognised for a very long
time and some attempts have been made in engineering to overcome
the problem, notably by the introduction of simple projects. In
the early years of the course. Although this is a useful tool
it does not In my view provide an entirely satisfactory solution;
the whole problem is much more fUndamental, as the only
satisfactory way of dealing with laboratory work is to treat it
as an integral part of the course, of equal importance to the
lecture and the tutorial.

Supposing one takes the following standpoint: (a) one has three
or four years to impart information to the student; (b) the
information to be conveyed is determined by the syllabus; (c)
in order to enable the lecturers to undertake the task the
university provides the following tools: lecturing facilities,
tutorial facilities, library facilities and laboratory facil-
ities.

The next stage In the analysis is to look at the subject as a
whole and determine which parts of the c'ourse are best done
by lecture, which by tutorials or discussions, which by private
reading and searching in the library, and, which in the labor-
atory. This is a very diJficult task and is one which in my
experience many lecturers are not_prepared to undertake.

Having analysed the course as a whole and determined the topic's
whlch are best taught by experimental teChniques, we are in a
position to ask how we should use the experimental techniqbes
in relation to the selected topics, and what latent abilities
:n the student we wish to develop In the time devoted to the
experimental techniques. We shoul.d attempt to'set down some
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of the objectives of a scheme of laboratory work. For example,that it should promote a true spirit of inquiry and ordered
thinking, provide maximum student involvement and hence motiva-
tion, demand the active participation of all students in both
planning and performing experimental work, encourage students to
criticise and accept criticism, provide an environment where themaximum level and standard of work is limited only by the
students' ability, enthusiasm and the time available, develop inthe case of engineering a sound basis for tackling real
engineering situations, in particular concepts of engineering
compromise, provide a forum for general discussion and teachthe correct use of library facilities and other reference
sources.

All this you have doubtless heard many times before and ft maysound rather hackneyed, but if you accept these as being realis-t

tic aims of any teaching situation and as the basis of planninga programme of experimental work you are immediately faced witha very challenging problem.
I am now in a position to describe

how we have faced this challenge in the Electrical Engineering
Department of the City University, both at the first year andthird year levels of a four year course.

Let us first look at the work at first year level. Each weekthe students receive two fifty-minute lectures of the convention-al type, but confined to selected topics, mainly fundamental;.thon one large group tutorial of about thirty students, when allthe lecturers concerned with the work are present for discussionand problem solving; then three 'hours allocated to experimentalengineering, as the non-lecturing'aspects are called. For thewhole of this three-hour period the laboratory is available foruse by the students.

At the beginning of the term the student is presented with ahandout consisting of several sheets of carefully preparedquestions, which range from the apparently very simple to thevery difficult. There are two more such handouts during thet-Irm, and each is related to hroad areas of work, convenientlygrouped in this particular subject to direct current theory,alternating current theory and electro-magnetic field theory.The student is expected to answer as many of these questions ashe is able, using the tools at his disposal. Some of thequestions can be answered by reference to the theory, others canonly be solved by carrying out experimental work. The studenthimself must decide how to tackle the problems. If he decidesto carry out an experiment he must first of all design it, thenselect the equipment, carry out the work and produce the results.The answers to all the questions, theoretical and practical, arewritten in a laboratory log book. In this way he builds up acomplete picture of information on the particular subject of thesyllabus. There is no formal written-up report on the exper-imental work, and the log book is the only record of the student'seffort. This is corrected by the lecturer-tutor with a viewto commenting on the work to help the studo4nt to understand thesubject and recognise his own deficiencies.

Let us now think for a moment about the supervision which isassociated with this kind of project. Four lecturers as a groupare responsible for the first-year instruction of a student inthis particular Subject. The intake at the moment is aboutsixty or seventy and, as you may know, in our particular
35
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Institution we run a sandwich system which has two entries peryear, one in September and one In February, both of which areabout sixty or seventy. Each of the lecturers, therefore, actsas a tutor to about fifteen or eighteen students.

The students work in groups of three for the experimentalengineering periods, three such groups per lecturer being in thelaboratory during any one three-hour period. Approximatelysix weeks are devoted to each set of questions, the laboratorybeing available on alternate weeks at set times, but the studentsare permitted to use it.at any other time provided there isadequate supervision. Each set of questions is introduced bythe lecturer in a discussion 'period, and similarly summarised anddiscussed in another period. The lecturer tutor is availablein the laboratory for the whole of the three hours, and normallydeals only with his own group of students. in practice it isa continuous process of discussion, questi,ons and answers, withon the spot demonStrations of difficult topics and analyses ofincorrect procedures. Often the students are taken to anearby tutorial room for short discussions on important Issueswhich arise from the experimental work. in this way thelecturer gets to know his students very well, and he is able toguide the students, working on an individual basis.

The pattern of three .students per group using the laboratory onalternate weeks is determined entirely by space considerationsand availability of equipment. Ideally we think the studentshould work independently and associated with and adjacent tothe laboratory there should be.tutorial rooms and a departmentallibrary, so that the students use the laboratory as a base fortheir studies.



Institution we run a sandwich system which has two entries per
year, one in September and one fn February, both of which are
about sixty or seventy. Each of the lecturers, therefore, acts
as a tutor to about fifteen or eighteen students.

The students work in groups of three for the experimental
engineering periods, three such groups per lecturer being In the
laboratory during any one three-hour period. Approximately
six weeks are devoted to each set of questions, the laboratory
being available on alternate weeks at set times, but the students
are permitted to use it at any other time provided there is
adequate supervision. Each set of questions is introduced by
the lecturer in a discussion period, and similarly summarised and
discussed in another period. The lecturer tutor is available
in the laboratory for the whole of the three hours, and normally
deals only with his own group of students. In practice it Is
a continuous process of discussion, questions and answers, with
on the spot demonstrations of difficult topics and analyses of
Incorrect procedures. Often the students are taken to a
nearby tutorial room for short discussions on Tmportant issues
which arise from the experimental work. In this way the
lecturer gets to know his students very well, and he Ts able to
guide the students, working on an individual basis.

The pattern of three students per group using the I atory on
alternate weeks is determined entirely by space con_ -4rations
and availability of equipment. Ideally we think the student
should work independently and associated with and adjacent to
the laboratory there should be tutorial rooms and a departmental
library, so that the students use the laboratory as a base for
their studies.

In the third-year work, where at the moment the numbers are
smaller because the sixty/seventy intake has not yet reached
the third year, the approach has proceeded one stage further.
Here the laboratory is actually used as a basis for teaching
the subjects, in this case networks and power systems. The
lecture Is used only to explain fundamental concepts. The'
experiments in the laboratory are designed to involve the student
in the use of these fundamental concepts and engineering
practice and give him the opportunity to exercise his powers of
critical thinking. Carefully constructed numerical and
theoretical examples are given to the students and these are
dealt with in the tutorial periods-cum-discussion groups of
about six students with the lecturers present. Each student
is given the responsibility for solving and understanding one
example In each tutorial period. He has to provide his
solution and explanation to his fellow students, and the
lecturers who are present, by means of a short lecture/talk/
demonstration. The essence of this approach is again a very
close relationship between the lecturers and the students, and
also the use of the laboratory as a teaching tool and a base
for study.

Let us now consider for a moment or two- student/ staff reaction
to these schemes, in particular in the first-year work. The
immediate reaction of the student is that this approach is
elementary and is a little beneath him. This is natural since
the equipment they-use is usualIN very simple and,the exper-
imental techniques unglamorous, and it is Important to bear in
mind that these students from. good grammar schools will in
their Upper VI physics work often have used very sophisticated
equipment. This attitude soon changes to one of interest and
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later immense enthusiasm, in our experience. This inevitably
leads to a comparison with the laboratory work they carry out
in other dapartments on more traditional lines, and there Is no
doubt in our view they see the value of the new approach we are
u sing. The log book entries are variable; the good students
u sually produce very good work but the others have to be
encouraged. Student participation is the striking feature of
this work. They learn from one another and develop their
ability to ask questions.

Now the lecturer reaction: this is extremely hard work and the
laboratory sessions often become three hours of concentration
and discussion and explanation - much more difficult than
supervising set tasks in the laboratory. The preparation of
the question sheets is probably the most difficult part of the
whole exercise. They have to be carefully constructed and
amended in the light of experience. The analysis and
criticism of the log book has to be done thoroughly and con-
scientiously and discussed with the student if he is to learn
from his mistakes.

In conclusion I
would like to bring your thoughts to just four

more points which In my view are most important. I would first
of all like to echo Professor Tyrrell's comments and say that
material presented in the early years of the work must be
relevant and must be seen by the students to be relevant. This
is very important. Secondly, a student who has been educated
in a system such as I have described, a system based on an
experimental approach to learning, has been trained to analyse,
ask questions and generally use his powers of creativity and
critical thinking. He will feel severely let down if In his
next years of the subject he reverts to traditional laboratory
techniques. This is a very serious problem indeed, since the
second and third years of the course become increasingly
d ifficult to deal with in this way. The final year is easier,
since it is then possible to use the advanced project as a
means of stimulating the student. These comments are, of
course, also applicable to students moving into university life
f rom the grammar school, particularly those students who are now
coming up who have been taught on the Nuffield science project
method, because the technique is exactly the same and this
transfer becomes exactly the same.

Thirdly, in my experience lecturers are very conservative and
resist change. A scheme such as the one I have outlined can
meet with a great deal of opposition. Initially It must be
carried through by one or two enthusiasts who by their
demonstration of enthusiasm will win others in support of their
ideas. Lastly, the student usually h.Ps no choice in the
matter; he has to participate in th -. new schemes. Nevertheless
he must feel confident that his education will not suffer as
a result of his participation in innovations. As educators we
have a dual responsibility: one, we must make advances in
teaching methods, but, two, we must also ensure an adequate
education for the students in our charge.

From: Innovations and E!periments:in University Teaching
Methods, a report of the proceedings at the third ton-
ference organised by. the-University Teaching Methods
Research Unit of the Depavtment held at the Institute
of Education, 3rd - April, 1968, pps 25-29.


